
Specialty Belts

SL-S3827S
SERIES

S Series for Specialty Conveyance

Hot joint is recommended.  Delicate fabric material is used, and unprocessed belt edge and cold joint may result in unstable joint strength.
〇：Suitable (functional)　△：May be suitable.  Please contact Bando or your distributor.　×：Not suitable　－：Not functional
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Oil resistance
The polyurethane used as a cover material for SUNLINE belts is relatively resistant to mineral oil and food oils. 

Front Side Back Side

Specially formulated oil-resistant PVC also provides resistance to machine oil and other similar lubricants. See pages 
41 and 42 for more information about resistance to specific oils and chemical agents. If the list does not include the 
substance you’re looking for we can verify the belt’s resistance if you provide a sample oil or chemical agent for us
to test. Please contact a Bando Chemical Industries sales company or dealer for more information.

Antistatic performance
Static electricity is generated when belts move due to friction between the belt and the belt supports. Belts develop 
an electric charge as the result of this static electricity, but the canvas and resin materials used in SUNLINE belts 
incorporate features designed to reduce the e�ect of this phenomenon.

Heat resistance
Belt surface temperature is the basis for determining heat resistance temperatures.  The belt surface temperature is 
usually lower than the material being conveyed, so belts may be used even if the material temperature exceeds the 
temperature range for the belt.  If ambient temperatures are high, the belt surface temperature should conform to the 
ambient temperature.

Antifungal PVC for food 
Bando o�ers belts with PVC covers that meet Article 370 standards of the Food Sanitation Act of the Ministry of 
Health and Welfare.  The properties of these PVC-covered belts are suitable where antifungal performance is 
required, as mold is less likely to occur.



Joining Methods

V-Guide Processing

Features

• Finger joints

Small pulleys and knife edges require flexibility, so 

smooth belt surfaces and precision thickness is 

required.  This type of joint is not appropriate for high 

temperature areas or for roller applications with 

clinging matter on the belt.

Overlap joints include hot joint and cold joint. Hot joint 

is more durable.Hot wrap is generally used where heat 

and humidity resistance is required. With one ply belts, 

finger joint is recommended because of better appear

ance and higher flexibility compared to hot joint and cold 

joint, which may cause unevenness on belt surface. 

• Overlap joints

• Double finger joints (specialty)

Combination finger and overlap joint. Easy use on 

small pulleys, and strong against foreign matter.  Ap

plicable for 2 ply belts.

• Lace joints

Simple joining method using metal clips or fasteners 

to easily join and replace belts.  However, joint 

strength is inferior to hot and cold joints.

Skiver joints are also possible.  Please contact Bando or your distributor.

SUNLINE Belts can be joined using hot or cold jointing methods.  Joint types include finger, 

overlap, lace (fastener), but most common are finger or overlap.

E�ective in snaking and spillage prevention

Heat vulcanization allows for use on small pulleys

Nontoxic and odorless
Standard PU and humidity and heat resistant PU meets Article 
 370 standards of the Food Sanitation Act of the Health and 
 Welfare Ministry

V-guides can be used to prevent snaking.  They can also be used to prevent products from falling 

o� a conveyor by attaching them to the top of the belt, as V-guides are longitudinally flexible.  

SL-  V M  2 C  G
① ② ③ ④ ⑤

　　　　　　 ① V-guide　② Type　
③ Shape： 1…trapezoid　2…trapezoid with groove
④ Material： C …PVC

K … Humidity and heat resistant PU
R …Oil resistant PVC
U …PU

⑤ Color：G … Green
 W … White
 AW… White
 DB … Navy blue
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